Re je 1 * z ^jfj->2T eoaA (|A| < { , 0 <1, z cB).
The class S(A.,y) of A-spirallike functions of order ¡f was introduoed by Libera [6] . We note from (1.1) that S(A,0) = S(X) is the olass of so-called spirallikp functions defined and shown to be in S by Spao'ek [13] | and S(0,0) = S* is the class of starlike funotions in 5.
In [3] • Chichra introduoed an associated class, consisting of those functions s(z) for whioh zs' (z) is in In view of (1.1), a function s(s) is in MiA-.f) if and only if (1.2) Re |e iA (l +z £lMjJ> T cosA. (|A| < §, 0 < f < 1, z e B).
The functions of the class M(A,,3*) are called Robertson funotions of order ft-. Ve observe from (1.2) that M(/l,0) = U(%) is the class of so-called Robertson functions introduced in [10] while M(0,0) = C is the class of convex functions in E. It is well-known [10] that the functions in M(M need not be univalent in B.
A function s(z) = z +• + .analytic in E, is said to be in sjfo.-y) (\X\<% , |b n+1 | « 0«q $ (1-glooel)
if it satisfies (1.1); and a function s(z) is in ) if zs'(z) is in Sj(5l,ar).
In [8] , Reads introduced the class of close-to-starlike oo functions. According to him, a function f(z) » z + S a n z n n=2 n analytic in E is said to be close-to-star if there exists a function s(z) in S* such that
We denote this class by G. Goei [4] generalized the concept of close-to-starlikeness by introducing tho class G*" of close-to-spiralliko functions; by replacing s(z) in (1.3) with a spirallike function. Accordingly, a function f(z) = 00 « z + a n z£l analytic in E is said to ba close-to-spiraln=2 liko if there exist3 a function s(z) in ¿(A) such that Re §|fij >0 '
We say ihat an anal7tic function g(z) = ?. + X] a M s n is X n=2 said to be in H if there exists a function h(z) in M(A) 3uch that Reoently, considerable attention has been paid to the stud; of various subclasses of olose-to-starlike and olose--to-aomrex functions where second coefficient in the power series representation of either one or both the functions under consideration has been kept fixed (see [z] , [7] , [il] etc.). The aim of this paper is to study certain subclasses of close-to-splrallike and close-to-Robertson funotions where we take (n+1)th coefficient fixed in the fonctions under consideration. Thus we introduce the following classes: w(z) eo where s = 2£-1, t = 2a|i-1 and w(z) = S d z n is «nalytic in E n=1 and satisfies the condition« w(0) = 0 and |w(z)| <1 for z e 5. It is well-known (see [12] ) that such w(z) satisfies the inequality
Differentiating equation (3.3) logarithmically and equating the real parts, we get
Since s(z) e S^(a,g-), by Lemma 3» we have It is easy to check that R n < a p + d p for all p, 0 <p $1, and n?1 a fixed integer,but R* may not be in the interval Ta^-d . a"+d"l. In such a case when R_ i |~a -d . a"+d"], the L P P* P PJ , _ i I P P' P Pj minimum of l p fc) on the segment [a p -d p , a^] is attained at R p Q « a p~£ l p sinoe increases with R on this segment. The value of this minimum equals u 2 -2uv(l-ar)cos;i.r n +(2(1-r)oos 2 A-1)v 2 r 2n 1 n-n »s-+• q 12-2 2n * S^f
U-VP
-(s+t) + W_1 W*J where W = n(s+t)(1+pr) 2 +4npstr n (l+r 2 )+(-(l-p 2 )(s-t) 2 + + 4nst(1+p 2 ))r n+1 +nst{s+t)r 2n {p+r} 2 and W * * (1+pr+spr n +sr n+1 )(1+pr+t pr n +tr n+1 ).
It follows ftom what has been said that the bound r_ of star-51 0 likeness for the class G_ "." (a.ft.cf) is determined either from the equation The result is sharp.
-192 -where u and v are as in Lemma 3. Then q(z) is convex in |z|<r0, where rQ is the smallest positive root of fie equation 2(u 2 -v 2 r 2n )(o-2npr n (l+r 2 )-2(1+n-p 2 +np 2 }r n+1 )-cdevr n = 0.
The result is sharp. Remark 4. By fixing 0, (b = n = 1 in Theorem 2, we obtain the estimates for the radii of convexity for functions of the class introduced and studied by Padmanabhan [7] « Remark 5.
The result corresponding to A = 0, (b=p = n=1in Theorem 2 sharpens the result obtained by Silverman [11] by using a different technique.
